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fa a small number of cases sudden death occurs, preceded in some
instances by an attack of sudden dyspnoea, fainting fits, or irregular deaihs
pulse. The end of the third week is the most usual time for this to
happen, but it may occur during convalescence. In some cases no obvious
cause has been found and adrenal failure has been postulated. In others
sudden death has been due to pulmonary embolism, thrombosis of the
pulmonary artery, or myocardial degeneration.
Relapses are rarely fatal, but perforation may occur, and when relapse Relapses
follows relapse death may occur from exhaustion.
Typhoid contracted during pregnancy frequently leads to abortion or Prognosis
premature delivery, and if the foetus is not dead it usually succumbs to fr^ancy
the typhoid infection.
(7)—Diagnosis and Differential Diagnosis
There is little doubt that the charm of clinical diagnosis in infective
conditions has largely waned since the application of bacteriological
methods to the investigation of fever. Be this as it may, the only absolute
proof that a person is suffering from typhoid fever is the isolation of
B. typhosum from the blood, and only less infallible is the presence in Isolation of
the blood of specific agglutinins. For the investigation of a suspected Ol~zanism
ciise of one of the enteric fevers a fair quantity of blood must be Blood culture
withdrawn, as the bacilli are present in comparatively small numbers;
ten to twenty c.c. of blood are taken from a vein and added, preferably
at the bedside, to 50 or 100 c.c. of broth containing bile-salts or sterilized
ox-bile, since so great is the bactericidal action of undiluted blood that
if the blood is not diluted the growth of bacilli is hindered; and the
presence of bile or bile-salts favours the growth of these organisms,
mainly by diminishing the growth of contaminants. Even after as short
aa incubation as six hours it is often possible by putting up a hanging-
drop preparation to detect the presence of a motile organism, and if
smears are then made upon a solid medium, such as agar, it will be
possible to obtain sufficient growth for aa agglutination reaction to
he carried out with typhoid and paratyphoid antiserasome hours later.
At the same time sugars may be inoculated for the further study of the
biochemical characteristics of the organism,
Blood culture is especially valuable as a means of early diagnosis, as
it is possible to isolate the infecting organism within the first few days
of the disease. The percentage of successful cultures begins to fall after Agglutination
the first fourteen days, but by this time, in the vast majority of cases, reactlons
specific agglutinins will have formed to such an extent that, when the
patient's serum is put up against fresh laboratory cultures of B. typhosum
and B. paratyphosum, Widal's agglutination reaction will be obtained
without difficulty. For-details both as to the methods employed in
carrying out these tests and the significance of the findings reference
should be made to the agglutination, tests, Vol. II, p. 487.
' If the organism has not been obtained from the blood, specimens of
urine and faeces should be examined, no reliance being placed on a
e,m. vol, v	f

